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This paper deals with a general approach to the description of the possible 
methods of stablllzatlon of automatic control systems, on the basis of the 
method of Liapunov functions. It Is assumed that the transfer function of 
the object has n - 1 poles In the left half plane and one single pole at 
the origin. A method Is given forchoosing the parameters which wlli yield 
asymptotic stability for systems with variable structure, and having a liml- 
ter. 

1. Let the control system be described by the system of differential 
equations with constant coefficients 

xi *_ I - ailxl , , , . + %%I (i = 1, . . ., n) (( )’ = 1) (,l.l) 

We shall assume that the charao'terlstlc equation of the system (1.1) has 
one root equal to zero and n - 1 roots with neg&tive real parts. 

We shall set the problem of the description of the possible methods of 
correction of a control system which yield asymptotic stability for any lnl- 
tlal perturbation conditions. This problem Is Interesting since In practice 
there are often systems for which the transfer function of the controlled 
object has a simple pole at the origin. From a mathematical point of view, 
the method of study used here, Is analogous to those made when the questions 
of stability In the Initial case of one root equal to zero were studied (Cl] 
p.140). 

Furthermore, we shall assume below, that among the minors of order n - 1, 
different from 0, of the matrix A of the coefficients of the system, there 
is at least one composed of coefficients of the n - 1' last equations of the 
system (1.1). We shall consider together with the system (1.1) the system 

Xi' = QilXI + . . . + UinXn - U (Xl, . . ., Xn) ‘pi b+, . . .t xn,) (1.2) 

where the functions (P:(x~,..., X, ) are given and the function u(x,,...,x,) 
Is subject to determination. 

As known, there exists a general linear transformation 

y = b,z, + . . . + b,pn, Yi = bilxl + . . . + bi,,xn (i = 1, . . ., n - 1, I,, # 0) 

which transforms the system (1.1) Into the system of differential equations 

y' = 0, ?/i' := Yil ?/I -t ’ . ’ ~ Pi,n-1Yn-1 ii = 1, 2, . . .( R - I) (1.3) 

This transformation changes the system (1.2) Into the system 
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y- = - 16 (blcp, + * - * t Q&J 
yi = pilyl + - * * + Pi,+lYn-l - u (bil’P1-k * . * i- bin’Fn) (1.4) 

Since the roots of the characteristic equation of the matrix P composed 
of the coefficients pik(i = 1, . . ..n - 1, k = I,, ..,n- 11, have negative 
real parts, 
bles Yl,- . 

then for any negative definite form WtYl, +. ., Y,,_,)of the Varia- 
., Y,,_l there Is a positive definite form u,(y~,. .., Y,,_l) of the same 

variables such that on the basis of the system (1.3) we shall get 

s - * + P+_1 yn-1) = 11’ (YD . * -, y,& 

We shall consider the quadratic form 

~(?lz, * * *t Yn-lt Yl = Ql (Yit f * *t Yn-1) + % ya 

and shall take its derivative on the basis of the System (1.4). 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

We shall now impose a complementary limitation on the fUIICtiOn8 (P& by 
requiring that for y1 = yn = . . . = yn_l = O,y#O the follow& Inequality 
be satisfied: 

b,cp,+ . . . . . . + bnvn#O. 
In this case, condition 

Sign u = sign5 (; $$ b, +b,y)tp, 
k=x i=l 

(1.8) 

Is a sufficient condition of asymptotic stability of the zero solution of 
the system (1.2). Since on the right-hand side, in the parentheses, there 
is a linear form of the variables Y1,. . ., Yn_19 YI then this condition, going 
back to the previous variables, can be rewritten 

sign u = sign &"l + * * ' + ck,,z,,)'Pk (f.9) 
k=l 

It is in$ereating to consider the case, when the furWilOn .u (q,. I) ., 1: 1, 
representing the co& of the control system, belongs beforehand toa 6&!Ven 
class of fur&Ions (E 31 PO 608). 

For instance, let the Sun&ion u satB!Sy the condition 1 %I< 1% and 
furthermore let tpr =qa =... ='pn._,,z ()%gS, z 'P* If, from condition (1.9) we 
shall search for the function u , khich yields the most rapid decrease of 
the Liapunov function v [2 and 33 along the system trajedXX%eS (1,2), we 
shall get 

u = sign (qx, + . . . + c,~,)cp (I~, . . ., ~7,) (1.10) 

thus the costnand u will be a piecewise COnStat function and for cpzz i 
the system will be a pure relay system. 

We shall consider the case in which the function tp is given by the rela- 
tions 

q=Kx n for IKx,ld H, cp = If sign x, for I h-z,,j>H 

where x and fl are positive constants. From (1.10) there follows that 

u = sign (c~z, +. . . + cnzJ xn 

!lTms, in the present case we get a correction of the control syetem with 
a lfmiter on the input. IS x = -# we get a pure relay system. For H - = 
and x finite we get a class OS control s stems 
structure), studied lately in many worlds c % 

(systems with variable 
and 51. 
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It 1s important to notice that with the method described above for choos- 
lng the quantities c, the systems considered will be asymptotically stable 
for q positive values of a gain coefficient K and the quantity ff , 
whereas ln many other cases, when the transfer function of the system has 
poles ln the right half-plane, the stablllsation of the system 1s achieved 
by the choice of a sufficiently large value of K [5]. On the other hand, 
from (1.7) there follows that an Increase of K and x yields a better 
quality of the transient response. 

P. Following Llapunov ([l] p. 140) we shall now give a method of con- 
struction of a linear transformation which changes the system (1.1) Into the 
system (1.3). We shall determlne first the quantity 

y = b1z, + . . . + bnz* (b, = 1) 

In such a way that on the basis of the system (1.1) the equality 

Y’ = i i bilzikXk = 0 

1s satisfied. 
i=l k=l 

Condition (2.1) leads to the system of equations 

“lkh + . . . + ati b, = 0 (k = 1, . . .( n) 

(2.1) 

which, obviously, has the required solution, since the rank of the matrix A 
lse*to n-l. Furthermore, we assume 

yi = xi - d,y (i = i, . . ., n - 1) 

and get the coefficients d, from the conditions by which Y; does not depend 
upon the variable Y . Easy computations yield the system 

Yi’ = ; (+k - s&,) Yk + [ 5’ (s# - a,,$k) d,+ i ain] Y 
k--l k=l 

(i = 1, . . ., a--1) (2.3) 

EquatUg to zero the coefficients of Y , we get for the determlnatlon of 
db the system 

-1 

x (a# - +,,bk) d, + ai,, = 0 (i = i, . . ., n-i) 

k=l 
which has a solutlon.slnce its determinant la not equal to zero. In fact, 
the transformation from ooordlnates XI, - - -, Xn to coordinates Yt YI, . . ., Y,,_l 
does not change the rank of the matrix composed of the coefficients of the 

The rank of the matrix composed of the coefflcents of the 8J’stem 
q$?gy{together with the equation Y’= 0), is equal to n - 1 

since if it were not true, the characterlsk equation 
$kt~a$!~$ kuld have 

whereupon 

, at least, one more root equal to zero. 
Thus, the transformation searched for has the form 

y = b,xI + . . . + b,x,,, yi = xi - di(blz, + . . . + b,,z,,) 

(i = 1, 2, . . .) (2.5) 
where d, and be are determined from the systems (2.2) and (2.4). 

We shall consider furthermore the case ln which the control system 1s 
described by Equation 

whereupon 

L (p), 2 = - U (2, I’, I”, . . .) Pl)) cp (2, I’, x”, . . ., z@-19 

( 
L (p) = p” + a#-’ + . . . + a,_lpt 

d 
P= z 1 

Equation 

(2.6) 

in-l + CZ,A.~“-~ + . . . + an_l = 0 
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has only roots with negative real parts. 

Equation (2.6) can be represented by the system 

21’ = xi+1 (i = 1, . . .( n - i), 21 = x 

“n “-a4n-lZ*-...-a,zn- u (Zl, * * -7 ZJCP (q, * * *, zn) (2.7) 
From the system of equations (2.2) we have bt = c,,_1 for i = i,. . ., n - 1, 
b,,= 1. 
Let now 10 (a,...,~ ) be any negative definite function of the variables 

Xar...,&,. It Is possible to find such a negative definite quadratic form 
u1 (Xar...rS,) of the same variables, the full derivative of which will be 
equal to m on the basis of the system 

Xi’ = xi+1 ( i = 2, . . ., n - I), % -*=-a 
n-1 x, - . . . - a,xn (2.8) 

Obviously, the function v exists since the roots of the characteristic 
equation of the system (2.8) have negative real parts. 

Ye shall consider the function 
n-1 

Taking the derivative of the function v , 
(2.7) we get 

on the basis of the system 

g=++ z %_P*+%)U(zl,.. .,z*)cp(z ,,..,, Zn) 
i=l 

Thus, In the present case, we shall get as sufficient conditions of asymp- 
totic stability the relations 

cp (r,, 0, - * .I 0) # 0 for zl# 0 

sign 24 = signcp (zI, . . ., z,) (%+$,,+ % ) 

Now, If we assume Cp (21, . . ., 2,) = Kzl and we search the control function 
u among the class of functions which satisfy the condition 
ceeding from the requirement of the minimum of dv/dt, we get 

luiii, pro- 

u = signr, (Z+$:S_,~~ + rn) (2.2) 

3. Now, we shall consider the problems of the stablllsatlon of a control 
system with a slightly different point of view. 
(2.7) 

Let us assume ln the system 

cp (~1, . . ., z,,) = Kz, W > Oh u = sign qa (r, I) 

(3 (r, 4 = cn_l(4 zl + c,_&r) 2, + . . . + CO (4 zn (3.1) 

where r Is a real parameter, and the coefficients c, (r) satisfy the con- 
ditions 

cc(r) = 1, ci+1 (4 = rci (4 + ai+l (i = 0, I, . . ., n - 21, I r q,_,(r) 1 d K (3.1) 

It 1s known 161 that conditions (3.1) guarantee the presence of a slipping 
regime In any point of the hyperplane o (r, x) = 0. 

Introducing the new coordinates yi = z1 (i = 1, 2, . . ., n - l), Y, = CJ (r, z), 
the system (2.7) yields the system 

dYi 
- = Y. 
dt at1 

(i = 1, . . ., n - 2), ‘* =- 5’ c~_~ (r) yi + yn 
i=l 

% 
dt = ‘%I - 4 K I sign yn ( 

a = 1 + $ c~_~ (4 sign ylvn (3.2) 

From condition (3.1) there follows 0 < c < 2 . 
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It Is known [4], 
bed by the system 

that the motion in the hyperplane of slipping is descri- 

dY, 

dt = ?A+1 (i = 1, . . ., n - 2), ‘9 =- !j$ c,_~ (r) yi (3.3) 
i=l 

Let r < 0 and the zero solution of the system (3.3) be asymptotically 
stable. It can be shown that in such a case the zero so?utlon of the system 
(3.2) and consequently that of the system (2,7)(fbr 'p = Kx,, a = SignqU(r,z)) 
will be asymptotically stable for any Initial perturbation conditions. 

In fact, on the basis of the well known theorem by Llapunov (cl] p. 107), 
there exists a positive definite quadratic form vl(Yl.. . ., Yn_1), the total 
derivative of which Is, on the basis of system (3.3), equal to the quadratic 
form Al = - y12 - . . . - Y~_~~. 

We shall consider the function 

v (y1. . . . 9 y,J = ~1 (YI, . . .v Y+,I+ */a Ayn2 (A > 0) 

The time derivative of the function u , 
(3.2) has the form 

taken on the basis of the system 

dv 
n-1 

-I- 
dt 2 

i=l 
(3.4) 

Since F < 0 , there follows from Sylvester's criterion, that for a suf- 
ficiently large positive value of A the quadratic form on the right-hand 
side of Equation (3.4) will become neiatlve definite. Since c > 0 , then 
the Llapunov's theorem on asymptotic stability can be now applied. 

We shall notice that In formulation of the last result, unlike in the 
previous one, the real parts of the roots of Equation An-l+ c kn-"+ . . . . . 
. . + a"_, =O were not required to be negative. However, if this requirement 
is considered fulfilled, then, on the basis of the second consequence of 
Theorem 2 of [71. there exists a negative value of F which yields asympto- -.__ 
tic stability In the hyperplane of &lpplng. Therefore, in the *same case, 
the propert 
system (2.7 J 

of the global asymptotic stability of the zero solution of the 
takes place for the chosen method of control. 
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